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Queen of Suspense Jordan Dane Explores the Dangerous World
of Human Trafficking in

EVIL WITHOUT A FACE
"Hot Talent Dane is back with a new series that plumbs the depths of human depravity. Dane really knows
how to create tension and turmoil, which add up to high-stakes supsense!" – Romantic Times
“This intense thriller establishes Dane as a diva of the flawed, baggage-laden but likable heroine. Dane pulls
out all the stops en route to the dramatic, rose-tinted finale.” – Publishers Weekly
Jordan Dane’s debut novel, No One Heard Her Scream, the first of three in series was chosen as one of the ‘Best Books of
the Year’ in 2008 by Publishers Weekly. The trade publication raved, “Dane crafts this debut murder mystery with tight
plotting and smooth prose, and adds a few sparks to create a story that appeals to mainstream thriller readers as well as
romantic suspense fans."
EVIL WITHOUT A FACE (Avon, On Sale: 1/27/2009, ISBN 13: 9780061474125, $7.99) launches a new series about
three powerful women—a bounty hunter operating outside the law, an ambitious vice cop, and a former international
operative with a mysterious past. This novel centers on the bounty hunter…and her quarry:
An Obsessed and Haunted Bounty Hunter: Jessica Beckett uncovers a cyber trail for a covert operation linked to missing
teens, but she’s faced with an uphill battle to prove it. Local cops mark her for targeting their lead snitch, a lowlife sex peddler. And infringing on her world is a determined man she finds impossible to resist.
A Man Plagued by Personal Demons: Former NFL quarterback Payton ‘Iceman’ Archer’s niece Nikki is abducted by an
online predator and the law isn’t much help. In desperation, Payton makes a promise-one he may be unable to
keep-to find his sister’s only child before it’s too late. But Nikki is a pawn in a deadlier game.
An Impossible Rescue…The mysterious enterprise behind the abduction is harboring a dark secret-a one-way ticket for
anyone seduced by its web lies.
Ripped from the headlines, Dane’s gritty suspense plots weave a tapestry of vivid settings, intrigue, and dark humor. A
thrilling ride of mystery and suspense. Dane is a member of Romance Writers of America, Mystery Writers of America,
Sisters in Crime, and the International Thriller Writers. She and her husband share their Oklahoma residence with two
cats of highborn lineage and the sweet memory of an impossible to forget canine.
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